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emate clock

[click photo for gallery] So yea a while back I bought a bunch of emates  on ebay, and fixed them up etc. I have a box of parts left over - ...






	

frankenstein light switch

[click photo for gallery] So for a little home-improvement hacking this time, I installed a sweet knife switch to turn on/off the ikea light...






	

Barcode Scanner

[click photo for gallery] Its been a slow last few days... a lot whole lot of nothing because I ran out of stuff to fix. Anyhow I went downt...






	

In-Case sound

[click photo for gallery] I got really tired of not having sound coming from my PC when it didnt have any headphones plugged in, so I put a ...






	

the after dark machine

[click photo for gallery] So I found my boxmac  sitting in a box - and thought I should do something with it. Also, I found a copy of AfterD...






	

Ethernet LED

[click photo for gallery] I found this freaking cool package yesterday called tleds  which blinks the keyboard LED's when there's et...






	

wall player

[click photo for gallery] I dropped my cheapo mp3 cd player and broke the hinge and volume button etc... so I tore it all apart and figured ...






	

Singing in the shower

[click photo for gallery] Haven't done any real special hacks - but thought y'all might like my A/V system I just did up at my flat....
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Cheapest LCD wall mount

     [ click over there to leave a comment ---> ]






	

dvorak iBook

[click photo for gallery] I did it quite a while ago - but I switched around the keys on my iBook to dvorak... I didn't think it was tha...
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